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Abstract—One of key 5G scenarios is that device-to-device
(D2D) and massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) will
be co-existed. However, interference in the uplink D2D underlaid
massive MIMO cellular networks needs to be coordinated, due
to the vast cellular and D2D transmissions. To this end, this
paper introduces a spatially dynamic power control solution for
mitigating the cellular-to-D2D and D2D-to-cellular interference.
In particular, the proposed D2D power control policy is rather
flexible including the special cases of no D2D links or using
maximum transmit power. Under the considered power control,
an analytical approach is developed to evaluate the spectral
efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE) in such networks. Thus,
the exact expressions of SE for a cellular user or D2D transmitter
are derived, which quantify the impacts of key system parameters
such as massive MIMO antennas and D2D density. Moreover, the
D2D scale properties are obtained, which provide the sufficient
conditions for achieving the anticipated SE. Numerical results
corroborate our analysis and show that the proposed power
control solution can efficiently mitigate interference between the
cellular and D2D tier. The results demonstrate that there exists
the optimal D2D density for maximizing the area SE of D2D
tier. In addition, the achievable EE of a cellular user can be
comparable to that of a D2D user.
Index Terms—Massive MIMO, D2D, uplink power control,
spectral efficiency, energy efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demand for high-definition mobile mul-
timedia and fast mobile internet services, fifth generation (5G)
mobile networks are anticipated to support the deluge of data
traffic [1]. According to 5G-PPP, one of the key performance
indicators (KPIs) in 5G mobile networks is that the energy
consumption will be at least ten times lower than 2010 [2],
which means that energy efficiency (EE) will play an important
role in the 5G design. Among the emerging technologies [3],
massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and device-
to-device (D2D) are viewed as two key enablers to achieve
5G targets.
Massive MIMO can drastically improve the spectral effi-
ciency (SE) by using large number of antennas and accom-
modating dozens of users in the same radio channel [4].
However, the circuit power consumption increases with the
number of antennas, which may deteriorate the downlink EE
of massive MIMO systems [5]. The existing works such as [6,
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7] have investigated the use of low-resolution/mixed analog-
to-digital convertors (ADCs) in an attempt to reduce circuit
power consumption. D2D takes advantage of the proximity to
support direct transmissions without the aid of base stations
(BSs) or the core networks. As a result, D2D can improve
both SE and EE, and decrease the delay [8]. However, the
D2D distance plays a dominant role in D2D transmission,
which significantly affects the D2D performance. When D2D
users and cellular users share the same frequency bands in
D2D underlaid massive MIMO cellular networks, interference
becomes a key issue to be addressed. In such networks, severe
co-channel interference exists due to the following two key
factors:
• In contrast to the traditional cellular networks, massive
MIMO cellular networks enable much more cellular
transmissions at the same time and frequency band.
As such, the inter-cell interference and cellular-to-D2D
interference will be much higher than ever before.
• D2D users are expected to be dense for offloading the
network traffic. As such, the D2D-to-cellular interference
will significantly deteriorate the cellular transmissions.
Currently, interference mitigation in such networks remains an
open problem.
This paper focuses on uplink D2D underlaid massive MIMO
cellular networks. In order to coordinate the inter-cell in-
terference, cellular-to-D2D interference, and D2D-to-cellular
interference, we consider two power control schemes for
cellular users and D2D users, respectively. To date, there are
few results available for presenting the uplink SE and EE with
power control in such networks. Therefore, this paper reveals
design insights into the interplay between massive MIMO and
D2D in the uplink cellular setting.
A. Related Works and Motivation
The implementation of D2D in the cellular networks is a
promising approach to offload cellular traffic and avoid con-
gestion in the core network [9]. In [10], D2D and cellular mode
selection was considered for achieving better link quality. The
work of [11] assumed that D2D user has a protection zone
such that the uplink cellular-to-D2D interference cannot be
larger than a threshold, and showed that the capacity of a
D2D link can be enhanced while the capacity loss of cellular
users is negligible. In [12], cooperative transmissions in the
D2D overlay/underlay cellular networks were studied, and
it was verified that the D2D transmission capacity can be
2enhanced with the assistance of relay. In [13], a contract-
based cooperative spectrum sharing was developed to exploit
the transmission opportunities for the D2D links and keep
the maximum profit of the cellular links. Nevertheless, the
aforementioned literature only considered D2D communica-
tions in the traditional cellular networks, and more research
efforts are needed to comprehensively understand the D2D
communications in the future cellular networks such as 5G
with many disruptive technologies [3].
Power control has been widely studied in conventional D2D
underlaid cellular networks for interference management [14–
20]. In [14], a dynamic power control mechanism was pro-
posed for controlling the D2D user’s transmit power, so as to
reduce the D2D-to-cellular interference. In [15], the truncated
channel inversion power control was adopted such that the data
rate is constant during the transmissions, and D2D and cellular
users cannot transmit signals if their transmit power is larger
than a predefined value. A centralized power control solution
in D2D enabled two-tier cellular networks was proposed by
[16]. In [17], power control algorithms were proposed for
mitigating the cross-tier interference between the D2D links
and one single cellular link. In the work of [17], centralized
power control problem was formulated as a linear-fractional
programming and the optimal solution was obtained by using
standard convex programming tools. D2D power control in
conventional uplink MIMO cellular networks was studied
by authors of [18], where a distributed resource allocation
algorithm was proposed based on the game-theoretic model.
In [19], joint beamforming and power control was studied
in a single cell consisting of one D2D pair and multiple
cellular users, and the optimization problem was formulated
for minimizing the total transmit power. The work of [20]
also considered a D2D underlaid single cell network and
investigated the downlink power control for maximizing the
sum rate of D2D pairs. However, these prior works only pay
attention to power control problem in the conventional D2D
underlaid cellular networks. Moreover, the majority of the
existing D2D power control designs such as [18–20] need the
global channel state information (CSI), which is challenging
in D2D underlaid massive MIMO cellular networks, since the
CSI between the D2D users and massive MIMO enabled BSs
cannot be easily obtained.
The opportunities and challenges of the co-existence of the
massive MIMO and D2D have recently been investigated in
the uplink [21] and downlink transmissions [22]. In [21], D2D
and massive MIMO aided cellular uplink SE were studied and
the interplay between D2D and massive MIMO was exploited,
which showed that there is a loss in cellular SE due to D2D
underlay. To redeem the cellular performance loss, authors in
[21] assumed that the number of canceled D2D interfering
signals is scaled with the number of BS antennas. In [22],
downlink sum rate and EE were analyzed in a single massive
MIMO cell, where multiple D2D transmitters were randomly
located. The work of [22] utilized equal power allocation
without considering interference management, and showed
that the benefits of the coexistence of D2D and massive MIMO
are limited by the density of D2D users. Particularly when
there are vast D2D links and each massive MIMO BS provides
services for dozens of users, interference becomes a major
issue and needs to be mitigated [21, 22]. Although the existing
works [21] and [22] have respectively investigated the uplink
and downlink features of the massive MIMO cellular networks
with underlaid D2D, the interference management via power
control in such networks has not been conducted yet. To date,
no effort has been devoted to analyze the effects of uplink
power control on the SE and EE of the D2D underlaid massive
MIMO cellular networks.
B. Contributions
This paper focuses on the uplink D2D underlaid massive
MIMO cellular networks, in which power control is adopted
for interference coordination. The detailed contributions are
summarized as follows:
• We consider a massive MIMO aided multi-cell network,
where cellular users are associated with the nearest BS for
uplink transmissions, and the D2D transmitters are ran-
domly located. In such a network, we introduce a power
control solution to mitigate the inter-cell, cellular-to-D2D
and D2D-to-cellular interference. Specifically, cellular
users are recommended to utilize open-loop power control
with maximum transmit power constraint, to mitigate the
uplink inter-cell interference and cellular-to-D2D inter-
ference. Considering the fact that D2D transmissions are
unpredictable, the rationale behind the proposed D2D
power control policy is that the average received D2D
signal power from an arbitrary D2D transmitter should
be controlled at a certain level with maximum D2D
transmit power constraint, to mitigate the D2D-to-cellular
interference. Different from the existing designs such as
[18–21], the proposed D2D power control policy does not
require the global CSI. In addition, the positions of D2D
transmitters and BSs are modeled by independent Poisson
point processes, which indicates that the transmit power
of cellular user or D2D transmitter is spatially dynamic
in this paper.
• We develop an analytical approach to quantify the impacts
of massive MIMO and D2D. Based on the proposed
power control polices, the exact expressions of SE for
a cellular user or D2D transmitter are derived, which
accounts for the features of massive MIMO and D2D.
Since the severe interference resulted from dense D2D
transmissions can drastically degrade the SE, we provide
two D2D scale properties, which explicitly show that
the D2D density should not be larger than a critical
value for achieving the desired SE. The average power
consumption under the proposed power control policies
are derived, which helps us evaluate the EE in such
networks. It is confirmed from the derived results that
adding more massive MIMO antennas can enhance both
SE and EE of a cellular user and has no effect on
the D2D communication. Simultaneously serving more
cellular users in each cell will deteriorate both SE and
EE of a cellular user and D2D transmitter.
• Simulation results validate our analysis and demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed power control solution.
3Massive MIMO enabled Base Station Smart devices
Fig. 1. An illustration of the D2D underlaid cellular networks equipped with
massive MIMO MBSs.
Our results show that when the D2D communication
distance moderately increases, the SE and EE of a cellular
user is comparable to that of a D2D transmitter.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the proposed system model and the power control
mechanism. Section III evaluates the SE and EE of the cellular
and D2D links. Numerical results are provided in Section IV
and conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
As shown in Fig. 1, we consider uplink transmission in a
cellular network, where massive MIMO enabled macrocells
are underlaid with D2D transceivers, i.e., they share the same
frequency bands. The locations of macrocell base stations
(MBSs) are modeled following a homogeneous Poisson point
process (HPPP) ΦM with density λM. The locations of D2D
transmitters are modeled following an independent HPPP ΦD
with density λD. Each MBS is equipped with N antennas
and receives data streams from S single-antenna cellular user
equipments (CUEs) over the same time and frequency band,
while each D2D receiver equipped with one single antenna
receives one data stream from a single-antenna D2D transmit-
ter in each transmission. The linear zero-forcing beamforming
(ZFBF) is employed to cancel the intra-cell interference at
the MBS [23]. It is assumed that the density of CUEs is
much greater than that of MBSs so that there always will
be multiple active CUEs in every macrocell. Each channel
undergoes independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) quasi-
static Rayleigh fading. Each CUE is assumed to be connected
with its nearest MBS such that the Euclidean plane is divided
into Poisson-Voronoi cells [24, 25].
A. Power Control Policy
In the macrocells, the open-loop uplink power control is
applied such that far-away CUEs can obtain more path loss
compensation, and the transmit power for a CUE associated
with the MBS is given by1
PC = min
{
PCmax, Po
(
L
(XC,M) )−η} , (1)
where PCmax is the maximum transmit power, Po is the normal-
ized power density, L
(XC,M) = β (XC,M )−αM , αM is the path
loss exponent, β is the frequency dependent constant value,XC,M is the distance between the CUE and its associated
MBS and η ∈ [0, 1] is the path loss compensation factor, which
controls the CUE transmit power. Here η = 1 represents that
the path loss between a CUE and its serving MBS is fully
compensated, and η = 0 represents that there is no path loss
compensation. Note that the open-loop uplink power control
does not require the instantaneous CSI.
To mitigate the D2D-to-cellular interference, we consider
that the average received interference at the MBS from a
D2D transmitter should not exceed a maximum value Ith under
maximum D2D transmit power constraint, which is different
from [15] where D2D transmitter stops transmissions if its
transmit power is larger than a predefined value to achieve a
fixed data rate. Therefore, the D2D transmit power is given
by
PD = min
{
PDmax,
Ith
L
(XD,M)
}
, (2)
where PDmax is the maximum D2D transmit power,
XD,M is
the distance between a D2D transmitter and its nearest MBS.
If there is no power control on the D2D transmitters, the
shorter
XD,M, the stronger interference power. Here, Ith = 0
represents that there is no allowable D2D transmission and the
considered network reduces to the massive MIMO enabled
multi-cell network, and Ith = ∞ represents that there is no
D2D power control. Different from [21] which assumed that
MBSs can obtain the instantaneous CSI between the D2D
transmitters and themselves, and have the ability of canceling
sufficient number of D2D interfering signals, the proposed
D2D power control policy does not need the instantaneous
CSI and possesses much lower complexity.
B. Channel Model
We assume that a typical serving MBS is located at the
origin o. The receive signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) of a typical serving MBS at a random distance
Xo,M
from its intended CUE is given by
SINRM =
Po,Cho,ML
(Xo,M)
IM + ID + σ2
, (3)
where Po,C is the transmit power of the typical CUE, ho,M ∼
Γ (N − S + 1, 1) [23] is the small-scale fading channel power
gain between the typical serving MBS and its intended CUE
1Note that [26] also studied the open-loop power control in a single-tier
cellular networks without considering the maximum transmit power constraint.
42, σ2 is the noise power, IM and ID are the interference from
inter-cell CUEs and D2D transmitters, which are found as
IM =
∑
i∈Φu,M\B(o)
Pi,Chi,ML
(Xi,M ),
ID =
∑
j∈ΦD
Pj,Dhj,ML
(Xj,M), (4)
where Pi,C is the transmit power of the interfering CUE
i ∈ Φu,M\B (o) (Φu,M\B (o) is the point process corresponding
to the interfering CUEs), Pj,D is the transmit power of the
interfering D2D j ∈ ΦD, hi,M ∼ exp(1) and
Xi,M  are the
small-scale fading interfering channel power gain and distance
between the typical serving MBS and interfering CUE i,
respectively, hj,M ∼ exp(1) and
Xj,M are the small-scale
fading interfering channel power gain and distance between
the typical serving MBS and interfering D2D transmitter j,
respectively.
We adopt the dipole model in which each D2D transmitter
has a corresponding receiver at distance do [17, 21, 27], since
D2D network has ad hoc functionality [28]. The SINR of a
typical D2D receiver from its D2D transmitter is given by
SINRD =
Po,Dgo,DL (do)
JM + JD + σ2
, (5)
where go,D ∼ exp(1) and L (do) = β(do)−αD is the small-
scale fading channel power gain and path loss between the
typical D2D receiver and its corresponding D2D transmitter,
respectively, αD is the path loss exponent, JM and JD are the
interference from the CUEs and interfering D2D transmitters,
respectively, given by
JM =
∑
i∈Φu,M
Pi,Cgi,DL
(Xi,D ),
JD =
∑
j∈ΦD\o
Pj,Dgj,DL
(Xj,D), (6)
where gi,D ∼ exp(1) and
Xi,D  are the small-scale fading in-
terfering channel power gain and distance between the typical
D2D receiver and interfering CUE i ∈ Φu,M, respectively,
gj,D ∼ exp(1) and
Xj,D are the small-scale fading interfering
channel power gain and distance between the typical D2D re-
ceiver and interfering D2D transmitter j ∈ ΦD\o, respectively.
III. SPECTRAL AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
By addressing the effects of power control, we examine the
SE and EE for the cellular and D2D transmissions. We first
need to derive the following probability density function (PDF)
of the D2D transmit power based on (2).
A. D2D Transmit Power Distribution
Lemma 1. The PDF of a typical D2D transmit power is given
by
fPD (x) =
{
2πλM
αM
(
β
Ith
)2/αM
x2/αM−1∆¯ (x) , x < PDmax
δ
(
x − PDmax
)
∆¯
(
PDmax
)
, x ≥ PDmax
, (7)
2Since the cellular and D2D users may experience similar shadow fading
conditions which are not independent, to be tractable, the effect of shadow
fading is not examined in this paper.
where ∆¯ (x) = exp
(
−πλM
(
βx
Ith
)2/αM )
and δ (·) is the Dirac
delta function.
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix A.

From Lemma 1, we see that the level of the D2D transmit
power is dependent on the massive MIMO enabled MBS
density and the interference threshold Ith.
B. Spectral Efficiency
With the assistance of Lemma 1, the SE for a typical
CUE and D2D transmitter can be derived in the following
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, respectively. Note that the results
in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are general and include the
special case of fixed transmit power.
Theorem 1. The SE under power control for a typical CUE
is given by
RC = 1/ln(2)
∫ ∞
0
Ξ1 (t)
t
Ξ2 (t) e−σ2tdt, (8)
where Ξ1 (t) and Ξ2 (t) is given by (9) and (10) at the top
of next page, in which ro =
(
PCmax
Po
)1/(αMη)
β1/αM and ̟0 =
πλM
(
βPDmax
Ith
)2/αM
.
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix B. 
It is indicated from Theorem 1 that the SE of a typical
CUE RC is an increasing function of N , since add more
massive MIMO antennas will increase power gains. It is a
decreasing function of S, since serving more CUEs in each
cell will decrease the power gain and increase the inter-cell
interference. In addition, RC is also a decreasing function of
λD, since more D2D transmissions will give rise to severer
D2D-to-cellular interference. In addition, when η = 0 and
Ith = ∞, the result given in (8) reduces to the fixed transmit
power case.
Based on Theorem 1, the area SE (bps/Hz/m2) achieved by
the cellular is calculated as
AC = RCSλM. (11)
D2D density plays a dominant role in the level of D2D-to-
cellular interference, which has a big effect on the cellular SE.
Thus, we have the following important scale property.
Scale Property 1. Given a targeted SE R
th
C of the CUE, it is
achievable when the D2D density satisfies
λD ≤
(
(N − S + 1) X1
2R
th
C − 1
− X2
)
(X3)−1, (12)
where
X1 = exp
{
ln
(
PCmax
Poβ−η
)
exp
(
−πλMr2o
)
+ ln
(
Poβ
−η+1
)
−
αM
2
ψ (1) + αM
2
ln (πλM) + ηαM
2
(
ℓ+
Γ
(
0, r2oπλM
)
+ 2e−r
2
oπλM ln(ro) + ln(πλM)
)}
(13)
5Ξ1 (t) =
∫ ∞
0
(
1 − e−t Po,C(N−S+1)β( xpiλM )
− αM
2
)
exp
(
− 2πSλM
∫ ∞
x
(1 − Υ1)rdr − x
)
dx (9)
with
Υ1 =
(
1 + tPCmaxβr
−αM
)−1
e−πλMr
2
o +
∫ πλMr2o
0
(
eν + eν tPoβ
1−η( ν
πλM
)
ηαM
2 r−αM
)−1
dν
Ξ2 (t) = exp
{
− πλDβ
2
αM
[ (PDmax) 2αM
̟0
(1 − e−̟0 −̟0e−̟0) +
(
PDmax
) 2
αM
∆¯
(
PDmax
)]
Γ(1 + 2
αM
)Γ(1 − 2
αM
)t 2αM
}
(10)
with the digamma function ψ (·) [29] and Euler-Mascheroni
constant ℓ ≈ 0.5772, and
X2 = 2πλM
∫ ∞
0
β2πSλMP¯C
x2−αM
αM − 2
x exp
(
−πλMx2
)
dx + σ2,
X3 = 2πβ
(
D
2−αM
o
2
+
D
2−αM
o
αM − 2
)
P¯D,
(14)
where P¯C and P¯D given by (15) and (16) (at the top of next
page), and represent the average transmit powers of CUE and
D2D transmitter, respectively, 1 (A) is the indicator function
that returns one if the condition A is satisfied, ̟1(x) =
max
{
Do,
(
βx
Ith
)1/αM}
, and Do is the reference distance, which
is utilized to avoid singularity caused by proximity [24]3.
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix C. 
From Scale Property 1, we find that given a targeted SE, the
number of D2D links needs to be lower than a critical value, to
limit the D2D-to-cellular interference. Adding more massive
MIMO antennas can allow cellular networks to accommodate
more underlaid D2D links.
For a typical D2D link, its SE can be obtained as follows.
Theorem 2. The SE for a typical D2D link with a given
distance do is given by
RD = 1/ln(2)
∫ ∞
0
1
t
(1 − Ξ3 (t))Ξ4 (t) e−tσ2dt, (17)
where Ξ3 (t) and Ξ4 (t) are given by (18) and (19) at the next
page.
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix D. 
It is indicated from Theorem 2 that the SE for a typical
D2D link is independent of massive MIMO antennas, and
is a decreasing function of S due to the fact that more
uplink transmissions will result in severer cellular-to-D2D
interference. Moreover, it is also a decreasing function of λD,
since more inter-D2D interference deteriorates the typical D2D
transmission.
3Note that the reference distance can also represent the minimum distance
between a D2D transmitter and the typical serving MBS in the practical
scenario [30].
Based on Theorem 2, the area SE achieved by the D2D tier
is
AD = RDλD. (22)
Since D2D density also has a substantial effect on the level of
inter-D2D interference, which greatly affects the SE of D2D.
Thus, we have the following important scale property.
Scale Property 2. The targeted SE R
th
D of the D2D transmitter
can be achieved when the D2D density satisfies
λD ≤
(
X4
2R
th
D − 1
− SλMX5
)
(X6)−1, (23)
where
X4 = exp
{ ∫ PDmax
0
ln (x) fPD (x) dx + ln
(
PDmax
)
∆¯
(
PDmax
)
+ ln (βdo−αD) + ℓ
}
, (24)
X5 =2π
(
Poβ
−η(πλM)−
ηαM
2
(
Γ
(
1 +
ηαM
2
)
− Γ
(
1 +
ηαM
2
, πλM
√
ro
) )
+ PCmax
exp
(
−πλMr2o
) )
β
(
D
2−αD
1
2
+
D
2−αM
1
αD − 2
)
, (25)
X6 =2πβ
(
D
2−αD
2
2
+
D
2−αD
2
αD − 2
)
P¯D, (26)
in which D1 and D2 are the reference distances, P¯D is given
by (16).
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix E. 
From Scale Property 2, we find that given a targeted SE,
the number of D2D links needs to be lower than a critical
value, to limit the inter-D2D interference. The number of D2D
links that achieves the targeted SE decreases when each MBS
serves more users at the same time and frequency band, due
to severer cellular-to-D2D interference.
C. Energy Efficiency
In this subsection, we evaluate the EE of cellular and
D2D transmissions, which is of paramount importance in 5G
6P¯C = Poβ
−η(πλM)−
ηαM
2
(
Γ
(
1 +
ηαM
2
)
− Γ
(
1 +
ηαM
2
, πλM
√
ro
))
+ PCmax exp
(
−πλMr2o
)
(15)
P¯D =
∫ PDmax
0
(
1
(
x <
D
αM
o Ith
β
) (
1 − exp
(
−πλMD2o
))
+ exp
(
−πλM(̟1(x))2
))
dx (16)
Ξ3 (t) =
∫ ̟0
0
e−x
1 + t Ith( xπλM )
αM
2 d
−αD
o
dx +
∆¯
(
PDmax
)
1 + tPDmaxβd
−αD
o
(18)
Ξ4 (t) = exp
(
− πβ 2αD Γ(1 + 2
αD
)Γ(1 − 2
αD
)t 2αD (SλMΩ1 + λDΩ2)
)
, (19)
where
Ω1 = (Poβ−η)
2
αD (πλM)−
ηαM
αD
(
Γ(1 + ηαM
αD
) − Γ(1 + ηαM
αD
, πλMr
2
o)
)
+
(
PCmax
) 2
αD e−πλMr
2
o (20)
Ω2 =
(
πλM( β
Ith
) 2αM
)− αM
αD
(
Γ(1 + αM
αD
) − Γ(1 + αM
αD
, ̟0)
)
+
(
PDmax
) 2
αD
∆¯
(
PDmax
)
(21)
systems due to the fact that one of key performance indicators
(KPIs) in 5G is ten times lower energy consumption per
service than the today’s networks [2]. In this paper, one of
our aims is to find out whether the uplink EE of massive
MIMO cellular networks is comparable to that of D2D. The
EE is defined as the ratio of the SE to the average power
consumption.
The average power consumption of a CUE is calculated as
P
total
C = Pf +
PC
ζ
, (27)
where Pf is the fixed circuit power consumption, PC is the
average transmit power given by (15), and ζ is the power
amplifier efficiency. Thus, the EE for a typical CUE is derived
as
EEC =
RC
P
total
C
, (28)
where RC is the average SE given by (8). For uplink trans-
mission, the average power consumption for a CUE is only
dependent on the maximum transmit power level and the path
loss compensation, as shown in (27). Therefore, EEC is an
increasing function of N and a decreasing function of S,
since RC increases with N and decreases with increasing S,
according to Theorem 1.
Likewise, the average power consumption of a D2D trans-
mitter is calculated as
P
total
D = Pf +
PD
ζ
, (29)
where PD is the average transmit power. Based on (44) in
Appendix B, PD is given by
PD =
(PDmax)2
̟2
(1 − e−̟2 −̟2e−̟2) +
(
PDmax
)2
∆¯
(
PDmax
)
(30)
with ̟2 = πλM
(
βPDmax
Ith
)2
. Thus, the EE for a typical D2D pair
is derived as
EED =
RD
P
total
D
, (31)
where RD is the average SE given by (17). Similarly, the EE for
a typical D2D pair is independent of massive MIMO antennas,
and is a decreasing function of S, since more cellular-to-D2D
interference decreases the SE.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical results are presented to evaluate
the area average SE and average EE of the cellular and D2D
in the D2D underlaid massive MIMO cellular network. Such a
network is assumed to operate at a carrier frequency of 1 GHz.
Our results show the effect of massive MIMO in terms of user
number S, the effect of D2D in terms of its density λD and the
effect of power control in terms of the compensation factor η
and interference threshold Ith. The basic parameters that are
adopted in all the simulations are summarized in Table 1, and it
is assumed that the density of MBSs is λM =
(
5002 × π)−1m−2
in a circular region with radius 1 × 104 m.
In the figures, the analytical area SE curves for the cellular
and D2D are obtained from (11) and (22), respectively, and
the analytical EE curves for a CUE or D2D transmitter
are obtained from (28) and (31), respectively. Monte Carlo
simulated values of the uplink spectrum efficiency marked by
‘o’ are numerically obtained to validate the analysis.
A. Power Control Effect
In this subsection, we illustrate the effects of power control
on the area SE and EE, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed power control solution.
7TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Symbol Value
Pathloss exponent to MBS αM 3.5
Pathloss exponent to D2D αD 4
The maximum transmit power of MUE PCmax 23 dBm
Bandwidth BW 5 MHz
The noise power σ2 −170 + 10 × log10(BW) dBm
The power density [31] Po -80 dBm
Static power consumption Pf 100 mW
Power amplifier efficiency ζ 0.5
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Fig. 2. Effects of D2D density with the variation of cellular power control on
the area SE: do = 35 m, S = 20, N = 400, P
D
max = 15 dBm and Ith/σ2 = 10
dB.
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Fig. 3. Effects of D2D density with the variation of D2D power control on
the area SE: do = 35 m, S = 20, N = 400, P
D
max = 15 dBm and η = 0.8.
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Fig. 4. Effects of D2D density with the variation of D2D power control on
the EE: do = 35 m, S = 20, N = 400, P
D
max = 15 dBm and η = 0.8.
Fig. 2 shows the effects of D2D density with the variation
of cellular power control on the area SE. We see that uplink
power control applied in the massive MIMO macrocells can
significantly affect the area SE of the D2D and the cellular.
Specifically, when the transmit power of the CUE is controlled
at a low level, the area SE of the D2D is improved, because
D2D receivers experience less interference from the CUEs. In
contrast, the area SE of the cellular decreases with the CUE
transmit power. The cellular performance is greatly degraded
when the D2D links are dense, due to the severe interference
from the D2D transmitters, which reveals that D2D-to-cellular
interference mitigation is required for ensuring the uplink
quality of service in the cellular networks.
Fig. 3 shows the effects of D2D density with the variation
of D2D power control on the area SE. We observe that without
D2D power control (i.e., Ith/σ2 = ∞), the area SE of D2D
tier is much higher than the massive MIMO aided cellular
when D2D density is large. In particular, the area SE of
the cellular is drastically deteriorated by the severe D2D-to-
cellular interference. The implementation of the proposed D2D
power control policy (e.g., Ith/σ2 = −20 dB in this figure.)
can efficiently mitigate the D2D-to-cellular interference, and
thus improve the cellular performance.
Fig. 4 shows the effects of D2D density with the variation
of D2D power control on the EE. Without D2D power control,
the EE of a D2D link is much higher than that of a cellular
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Fig. 5. Effects of D2D distance with the impact of massive MIMO on the
area SE: N = 400, λD = 30 × λM, PDmax = 15 dBm, η = 0.9 and Ith/σ2 = 5
dB.
uplink, owing to the proximity. The interference increases with
the D2D links, which harms both the EE of the cellular user
and D2D user. The use of D2D power control enhances the
EE of the cellular user, due to its SE improvement. Moreover,
by properly coordinating the D2D-to-cellular interference, the
uplink EE of a massive MIMO aided cellular is comparable
to that of a D2D link.
Fig. 5 shows the effects of D2D distance with the impact
of massive MIMO on the area SE. It is obvious that when the
distance between the D2D transmitter and its receiver grows
large, the area SE of the D2D decreases, and it has no effect
on the cellular performance. As more CUEs are served in
each massive MIMO aided macrocell, there is a substantial
increase in the area SE of the cellular, due to more multi-
plexing gains achieved by massive MIMO. However, when
more CUEs are served in the uplink, the interference from
CUEs is exacerbated, which degrades the D2D performance.
Therefore, the cellular-to-D2D interference also needs to be
coordinated. In addition, massive MIMO cellular can achieve
better performance than D2D when the D2D distance is large.
B. Massive MIMO Antennas Effect
In this subsection, we illustrate the effects of massive MIMO
antennas on the area SE and EE. In the simulations, we set
do = 50 m, S = 20, λD = 30×λM, η = 0.8 and Ith/σ2 = 0 dB.
Fig. 6 shows the effects of massive MIMO antennas with
the variation of maximum D2D transmit power on the area
SE. As confirmed in Theorem 1, the area SE increases with
N because of obtaining more power gains. As confirmed in
Theorem 2, increasing massive MIMO antennas has no effect
on the D2D SE. When larger maximum D2D transmit power
is allowed, the area SE of the D2D is enhanced. However, the
area SE of the cellular decreases due to the severer D2D-to-
cellular interference.
Fig. 7 shows the effects of massive MIMO antennas with
the variation of maximum D2D transmit power on the EE. As
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Fig. 6. Effects of massive MIMO antennas with the variation of maximum
D2D transmit power on the area SE.
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Fig. 7. Effects of massive MIMO antennas with the variation of maximum
D2D transmit power on the EE.
mentioned in Section III-C, the EE of a CUE increases with N
because of larger SE. Increasing N has no effect on the EE of a
D2D transmitter. Although Fig. 6 shows that larger maximum
D2D transmit power can improve the SE of the D2D, the
EE of the D2D can be reduced because of more D2D power
consumption. In addition, the EE of a CUE decreases due to
larger D2D-to-cellular interference.
C. Interplay between Massive MIMO and D2D
In this subsection, we illustrate the interplay between mas-
sive MIMO and D2D. Specifically, massive MIMO allows
MBS to accommodate more uplink information transmissions,
and D2D links can be dense. Therefore, it is crucial to identify
their combined effect. In the simulations, we set do = 50 m,
η = 0.9, N = 400, PDmax = 15 dBm and Ith/σ2 = 0 dB.
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Fig. 8. Area SE of uplink D2D underlaid massive MIMO cellular networks.
Fig. 8(a) shows the effects of different S and D2D densities
on area SE of the cellular. Serving more CUEs can improve
the area SE of the cellular, due to the large multiplexing gains
provided by massive MIMO. However, when D2D links grow
large (e.g., λD = 100 × λM in this figure.), increasing S will
not result in a big improvement of area SE. The reason is
that D2D-to-cellular interference becomes severe in the dense
D2D scenarios, which reduces the SE of a CUE. Fig. 8(b)
shows the effects of different S and D2D densities on area SE
of the D2D. We see that more cellular uplink transmissions
will deteriorate the area SE of the D2D, due to the increase
of cellular-to-D2D interference. More importantly, there exists
the optimal D2D density value for maximizing the area SE of
the D2D, beyond which, the area SE of the D2D decreases
since a D2D user also suffers severe interference from other
D2D transmissions.
Fig. 9(a) shows the effects of different S and D2D densities
on EE of a cellular user. We see that serving more CUEs
will decrease the EE, which can be explained by two-fold:
1) The massive MIMO array gain allocated to each CUE
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(b) EE of a D2D transmitter.
Fig. 9. EE of uplink D2D underlaid massive MIMO cellular networks.
decreases; and 2) the interference increases since there are
more cellular transmissions. The D2D-to-cellular interference
has a big adverse effect on the EE of a CUE. Fig. 9(b) shows
the effects of different S and D2D densities on EE of a D2D
transmitter. When more uplink transmissions are supported by
massive MIMO aided cellular, the cellular-to-D2D interference
increases, which has a detrimental effect on the EE of a D2D
transmitter. The interference from other D2D transmissions
also degrades the D2D performance. Moreover, it is indicated
from Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) that the EE of a CUE can be
comparable to that of a D2D transmitter.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper took into account the uplink power control in
the D2D underlaid massive MIMO cellular networks. The
open-loop power control was adopted to control the cellular
user’s transmit power, to mitigate the inter-cell and cellular-
to-D2D interference. The D2D transmit power was controlled
such that the average D2D signal power received by base
stations is not larger than a certain value, to mitigate the D2D-
10
to-cellular interference. We also considered the maximum
transmit power constraints at the cellular users and D2D
transmitters. We developed a tractable approach to provide
the exact expressions for the area SE of the cellular and D2D
tier. Two important properties were obtained, which can be
viewed as sufficient conditions for satisfying the targeted SE.
The average power consumption for a cellular user or D2D
transmitter was derived to evaluate EE. Numerical results were
presented to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed power
control design.
APPENDIX A: A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Based on (2), the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
PD is written as
FPD (x) = Pr (PD ≤ x)
= Pr
(
min
{
Ith
L
(XD,M) , PDmax
}
≤ x
)
=
{
1, x ≥ PDmax
∆ (x) , x < PDmax
= U
(
x − PDmax
)
(1 − ∆ (x)) + ∆ (x) , (32)
where U (·) is the unit step function denoted as U (x) ={
1, x ≥ 0
0, x < 0
, and ∆ (x) is calculated as
∆ (x) = Pr
(
Ith
L
(XD,M) ≤ x
)
= Pr
(XD,M ≤ ( βx
Ith
)1/αM )
. (33)
Since the PDF of the distance
XD,M between a D2D trans-
mitter and its nearest MBS is given by [32]
f|XD,M | (r) = 2πλMr exp
(
−πλMr2
)
. (34)
By using (34), (33) is further derived as
∆ (x) =
∫ ( βx
Ith
)1/αM
0
f|XD,M | (r)dr
= 1 − exp
(
−πλM
(
βx
Ith
)2/αM )
. (35)
Substituting (35) into (32), we have
FPD (x) = 1 − U
(
PDmax − x
)
exp
(
− πλM
(
βx
Ith
)2/αM )
. (36)
Taking the derivative of FPD (x) in (36), we obtain the PDF
of PD in (7) and complete the proof.
APPENDIX B: A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Based on (3), the SE for a typical CUE is written as
RC = E
{
log2 (1 + SINRM)
}
= E
{
log2
(
1 +
Z1
IM + ID + σ2
)}
, (37)
where Z1 = Po,Cho,ML
(Xo,M). Using [33, Lemma 1], (37)
can be equivalently transformed as
RC =
1
ln (2)E
{∫ ∞
0
1
t
(
1 − e−tZ1
)
e−t(IM+ID+σ2)dt
}
=
1
ln (2)
∫ ∞
0
1
t
E
{(
1 − e−tZ1
)
e−t IM
}
︸                     ︷︷                     ︸
Ξ1(t)
E
{
e−t ID
}︸     ︷︷     ︸
Ξ2(t)
e−tσ
2
dt.
(38)
We first calculate Ξ1 (t) as
Ξ1 (t) =
∫ ∞
0
E|Xo,M |=x
{ (
1 − e−tZ1
)
e−t IM
}
f|Xo,M | (x) dx
(a)≈
∫ ∞
0
(
1 − e−t Po,C(N−S+1)βx−αM
)
E|Xo,M |=x
{
e−t IM
}
× f|Xo,M | (x) dx, (39)
where step (a) is obtained due to the fact that ho,M ≈ N − S +
1 for large N , f|Xo,M | (x) is the PDF of the nearest distance
between the typical CUE and its serving MBS, as seen in (34),
and E|Xo,M |=x
{
e−t IM
}
in (39) can be derived as
E|Xo,M |=x
{
e−t IM
}
(b)
= exp
{
−SλM
∫
R2\B(o)
(
1 − E {e−t Pi,Chi,Mβr−αM }) rdr}
= exp
{
−2πSλM
∫ ∞
x
(
1 − E {e−t Pi,Chi,Mβr−αM }) rdr}
(c)
= exp
{
− 2πSλM
∫ ∞
x
(
1 − EPi,C
{
1
1 + tPi,Cβr−αM
}
︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
Υ1
)
rdr
}
,
(40)
where step (b) is the generating functional of the PPP, and
step (c) is given by considering hi,M ∼ exp(1). Based on the
power control given in (1), Υ1 is given by
Υ1 =
(
1 + tPCmaxβr
−αM
)−1 ∫ ∞
ro
f|Xi,M | (ν) dν
+
∫ ro
0
(
1 + tPoβ
1−ηνηαMr−αM
)−1
f|Xi,M | (ν) dν, (41)
where ro =
(
PCmax
Po
)1/(αMη)
β1/αM represents the distance such
that the path loss compensation reaches the maximum value
under power constraint, and f|Xi,M | (ν) is the PDF of the nearest
distance between the interfering CUE i and its serving MBS.
Substituting (41) and (40) into (39), after some manipulations,
we obtain (9). Then, we have
Ξ2 (t) = E
{
e−t
∑
j∈ΦD Pj,Dh j,ML(|Xj,M |)
}
= exp
{
− 2πλD
∫ ∞
0
(
1 − E
{
e−t Pj,Dh j,ML(|Xj,M |)
})
rdr
}
. (42)
After some manipulations, the above can be derived as [34]
Ξ2 (t) = exp
(
− πλDβ
2
αM E
{
(Pj,D)
2
αM
}
× Γ(1 + 2
αM
)Γ(1 − 2
αM
)t 2αM
)
, (43)
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where Γ(·) is the Gamma function [35]. By using Lemma 1,
E
{
(Pj,D)
2
αM
}
is given by
E
{
(Pj,D)
2
αM
}
=
∫ ∞
0
x
2
αM fPD (x) dx
=
(PDmax)
2
αM
̟0
(1 − e−̟0 −̟0e−̟0) +
(
PDmax
) 2
αM
∆¯
(
PDmax
)
,
(44)
where fPD (x) is given by (7), ̟0 = πλM
(
βPDmax
Ith
)2/αM
. Substi-
tuting (44) into (43), we obtain (10).
APPENDIX C: A PROOF OF SCALING PROPERTY 1
Based on (37), the SE for a CUE can be tightly lower
bounded as [36]
R
L
C = log2
(
1 + X1e
Y2
)
, (45)
where X1 = e
Y1 , and
Y1 = E
{
ln
(
Po,Cho,Mβ
Xo,M−αM )}
Y2 = E
{
ln
(
1
IM+ID+σ2
)} (46)
We first calculate Y1 as
Y1 =E
{
ln
(
Po,C
)} − αME {ln (Xo,M) }
+ E
{
ln
(
ho,M
)}
+ ln (β) . (47)
Based on the uplink power control given in (1), we obtain
E
{
ln
(
Po,C
)}
as
E
{
ln
(
Po,C
)}
=
∫ ∞
0
E|Xo,M |=x
{
ln
(
Po,C
)}
f|Xo,M | (x) dx
=
∫ ro
0
(ln (Poβ−η) + ηαM ln (x)) f|Xo,M | (x) dx
+
∫ ∞
ro
ln
(
PCmax
)
f|Xo,M | (x) dx
= ln (Poβ−η)
(
1 − exp
(
−πλMr2o
))
+ ln
(
PCmax
)
exp
(
−πλMr2o
)
+
ηαM
2
(
ℓ + Γ
(
0, r2oπλM
)
+ 2e−r
2
oπλM ln(ro) + ln(πλM)
)
,
(48)
where ℓ ≈ 0.5772.
We then derive E
{
ln
(Xo,M) } as
E
{
ln
(Xo,M) } = ∫ ∞
0
ln (x) f|Xo,M | (x) dx
=
∫ ∞
0
ln (x)2πλMx exp
(
−πλMx2
)
dx
=
1
2
ψ (1) − 1
2
ln (πλM ) . (49)
Considering that ho,M ∼ Γ (N − S + 1, 1), we have
E
{
ln
(
ho,M
)}
= ψ (N − S + 1). Thus, we can obtain X1 = eY1
given in (13).
By using Jensen’s inequality, we can derive the lower bound
on the Y2 as
Y2 > Y2 = ln
(
1
E {IM} + E {ID} + σ2
)
. (50)
We first have
E {IM} =
∫ ∞
0
E|Xo,M |=x {IM} f|Xo,M | (x) dx, (51)
where E|Xo,M |=x {IM} is given by
E|Xo,M |=x {IM} = E
{∑
i∈Φu,M\B(o)
Pi,Chi,Mβr
−αM
}
(a)
= β2πSλME
{
Pi,C
} x2−αM
αM − 2
, (52)
in which (a) results from Campbell’s theorem, and the average
transmit power of the CUE is calculated as
E
{
Pi,C
}
=
∫ ∞
0
E|Xi,M |=x
{
Pi,C
}
f|Xi,M | (x) dx
=
∫ ro
0
(Poβ−ηxηαM ) f|Xi,M | (x) dx +
∫ ∞
ro
PCmax f|Xi,M | (x) dx
= Poβ
−η(πλM)−
ηαM
2
(
Γ
(
1 +
ηαM
2
)
− Γ
(
1 +
ηαM
2
, πλM
√
ro
))
+ PCmax exp
(
−πλMr2o
)
. (53)
Likewise, E {ID} is derived as
E {ID} = 2πλDβE
{
Pj,D
} ∫ ∞
0
(max (Do, r))−αM rdr
= 2πλDβE
{
Pj,D
} (D2−αMo
2
+
D
2−αM
o
αM − 2
)
(54)
where Do is the minimum distance between a D2D transmitter
and the typical serving MBS in practice, and E
{
Pj,D
}
is given
by
E
{
Pj,D
}
=
∫ ∞
0
F¯Pj,D (x) dx, (55)
where F¯Pj,D (x) is the complementary cumulative distribution
function. Based on (7), we have
F¯Pj,D (x) = Pr
(
Pj,D > x
)
= Pr
(
min
{
Ith
L
(XD,M) , PDmax
}
> x
)
=
{
0, x ≥ PDmax
∆˜ (x) , x < PDmax
, (56)
where ∆˜ (x) is
∆˜ (x) = Pr
(
Ith
L
(XD,M) > x
)
= 1
(
x <
D
αM
o Ith
β
) ∫ Do
0
f|XD,M | (r) dr +
∫ ∞
̟1
f|XD,M | (r) dr
= 1
(
x <
D
αM
o Ith
β
) (
1 − exp
(
−πλMD2o
))
+ exp
(
−πλM(̟1(x))2
)
(57)
where ̟1(x) = max
{
Do,
(
βx
Ith
)1/αM}
. By substituting (56) into
(55), E
{
Pj,D
}
is derived as
E
{
Pj,D
}
=
∫ PDmax
0
∆˜ (x) dx. (58)
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Substituting (51) and (54) into the right-hand-side of (50),
we obtain Y2. According to (45), the expected R
th
C can be
satisfied when R
th
C ≤ log2
(
1 + X1e
Y2
)
. Therefore, we have
Y2 ≥ ln
(
2
R¯th
C −1
X1
)
, after some manipulations, we obtain the
desired result given in (12).
APPENDIX D: A PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Based on (5), RD is given by
RD = E
{
log2 (1 + SINRD)
}
(a)
= 1/ln(2)
∫ ∞
0
1
t
(
1 − E {e−tZ2}︸     ︷︷     ︸
Ξ3(t)
)
E
{
e−t(JM+JD)
}
︸           ︷︷           ︸
Ξ4(t)
e−tσ
2
dt,
(59)
where Z2 = Po,Dgo,DL (do), and step (a) is obtained by
following the similar approach in (38). Using Lemma 1, we
first derive Ξ3 (t) as
Ξ3 (t) = EPo,D
{
Ego,D
{
e−tZ2
}}
= EPo,D
{
1
1 + tPo,Dβd
−αD
o
}
=
∫ ∞
0
(
1 + txβd−αDo
)−1
fPD (x) dx. (60)
Substituting (7) into (60), we obtain (18).
Considering that the cellular interference JM and D2D
interference JD are independent, Ξ4 (t) is calculated as
Ξ4 (t) = E
{
e−tJM
}
E
{
e−tJD
}
. (61)
Similar to (43), E
{
e−tJM
}
is derived as
E
{
e−tJM
}
= exp
(
− πSλMβ
2
αD Ω1Γ(1 + 2
αD
)Γ(1 − 2
αD
)t 2αD
)
,
(62)
where Ω1 = E
{
(Pi,C)
2
αD
}
is given by
Ω1 =
∫ ro
0
(
Poβ
−ηνηαM
) 2
αD f|Xi,M | (ν) dν
+
(
PCmax
) 2
αD
∫ ∞
ro
f|Xi,M | (ν) dν. (63)
After some manipulations, we derive Ω1 as (20). Likewise,
E
{
e−tJD
}
is derived as
E
{
e−tJD
}
= exp
(
− πλDβ
2
αD Ω2Γ(1 + 2
αD
)Γ(1 − 2
αD
)t 2αD
)
,
(64)
where Ω2 = E
{
(Pj,D)
2
αD
}
, using Lemma 1, we have
Ω2 =
∫ PDmax
0
x
2
αD fPD (x) dx +
(
PDmax
) 2
αD
∆¯
(
PDmax
)
. (65)
After some manipulations, we derive Ω2 as (21) at the follow-
ing page. Then, we attain (19) by substituting (62) and (64)
into (61).
APPENDIX E:A PROOF OF SCALING PROPERTY 2
Similar to (59), the SE for a D2D link can be tightly lower
bounded as
R¯LD = log2
(
1 + X4e
Y4
)
(66)
where X4 = e
Y3 , and{
Y3 = E
{
ln
(
Po,Dgo,Dβdo
−αD )}
Y4 = E
{
ln
(
1
JM+JD+σ2
)}
We first calculate Y3 as
Y3 = E
{
ln
(
Po,D
)}
+ E
{
ln
(
go,D
)} − αD ln (do) + ln (β) (67)
Based on the D2D power control in (2) and Lemma 1, we
obtain E
{
ln
(
Po,D
)}
as
E
{
ln
(
Po,D
)}
=
∫ ∞
0
ln (x) fPD (x) dx
=
∫ PDmax
0
ln (x) fPD (x) dx + ln
(
PDmax
)
∆¯
(
PDmax
)
(68)
Considering that go,D ∽ exp(1), we have E
{
ln
(
go,D
)}
=∫ ∞
0
ln(x)e−xdx = ℓ ≈ 0.5772. Thus, we can obtain X4 = eY3
given in (24).
By using Jensen’s inequality, we can derive the lower bound
on the Y4 as
Y4 > Y4 = ln
(
1
E {JM} + E {JD} + σ2
)
. (69)
We first derive E {JM} as
E {JM} = E
{∑
i∈Φu,M
Pi,Cgi,DL
(Xi,D) }
= 2πSλME
{
Pi,C
}
β
∫ ∞
0
(max (D1, r))−αDrdr
= 2πSλME
{
Pi,C
}
β
(
D
2−αD
1
2
+
D
2−αM
1
αD − 2
)
, (70)
where E
{
Pi,C
}
is given by (53), and D1 is the reference
distance to avoid singularity.
Similar to (54), E {JD} is calculated as
E {JD} = 2πλDβE
{
Pj,D
} (D2−αD
2
2
+
D
2−αD
2
αD − 2
)
, (71)
where E
{
Pj,D
}
is given by (58), and D2 is the reference
distance.
Substituting (70) and (71) into the right-hand-side of
(69), we obtain Y4. Based on (66) and (69), R
th
D ≤
log2
(
1 + X4e
Y4
)
⇒ Y4 ≥ ln
(
2
R¯th
D −1
X4
)
, after some manipula-
tions, we obtain (23) and complete the proof.
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